
From: "Jean-Marie Noterdaeme" <noterdaeme@ipp.mpg.de>
Subject: Request to fill out FUSENET questionnaire on practica by Feb 15.
Date: Thu, January 28, 2010 11:32 am
To: "Aart Kleyn" <A.W.Kleyn@rijnhuizen.nl>,"PIZZUTO@frascati.enea.it" 

<PIZZUTO@frascati.enea.it>,"ambrogio.fasoli@epfl.ch" 
<ambrogio.fasoli@epfl.ch>,"stern@latnet.lv" 
<stern@latnet.lv>,"Andrzej.Galkowski@ipplm.pl" 
<Andrzej.Galkowski@ipplm.pl>,"uspuras@isag.lei.lt" 
<uspuras@isag.lei.lt>,"serra@cfn.ist.utl.pt" <serra@cfn.ist.utl.pt>,"f.spineanu@ifa-mg.ro" 
<f.spineanu@ifa-mg.ro>,"kocsis@rmki.kfki.hu" 
<kocsis@rmki.kfki.hu>,"Marbach@drfccad.cea.fr" <Marbach@drfccad.cea.fr>,"Guenther 
Hasinger" <guenther.hasinger@ipp.mpg.de>,"weber@ati.ac.at" 
<weber@ati.ac.at>,"james.drake@alfvenlab.kth.se" 
<james.drake@alfvenlab.kth.se>,"jens.juul.rasmussen@risoe.dk" 
<jens.juul.rasmussen@risoe.dk>,"Joaquin.Sanchez@ciemat.es" 
<Joaquin.Sanchez@ciemat.es>,"vomvor@central.ntua.gr" 
<vomvor@central.ntua.gr>,"klaus.hesch@fusion.fzk.de" 
<klaus.hesch@fusion.fzk.de>,"leon.diederich@mcesr.etat.lu" 
<leon.diederich@mcesr.etat.lu>,"madis.kiisk@fi.tartu.ee" 
<madis.kiisk@fi.tartu.ee>,"Michael.Van.Schoor@rma.ac.be" 
<Michael.Van.Schoor@rma.ac.be>,"milan.cercek@ijs.si" 
<milan.cercek@ijs.si>,"miles.turner@dcu.ie" <miles.turner@dcu.ie>,"pavlo@ipp.cas.cz" 
<pavlo@ipp.cas.cz>,"Reinhard.Maschuw@vorstand.fzk.de" 
<Reinhard.Maschuw@vorstand.fzk.de>,"Seppo.Karttunen@vtt.fi" 
<Seppo.Karttunen@vtt.fi>,"steve.cowley@ukaea.org.uk" 
<steve.cowley@ukaea.org.uk>,"sig@ipp.mpg.de" <sig@ipp.mpg.de>,"Troyo Troev" 
<troev@inrne.bas.bg>,"u.samm@fz-juelich.de" <u.samm@fz-juelich.de>,"Tony Donne" 
<A.J.H.Donne@rijnhuizen.nl>,"dcarati@ulb.ac.be" 
<dcarati@ulb.ac.be>,"francesco.romanelli@jet.efda.org" 
<francesco.romanelli@jet.efda.org>,"lontano@ifp.cnr.it" <lontano@ifp.cnr.it>

Cc: "Rosa Antidormi" <Rosa.ANTIDORMI@ec.europa.eu>,"Bezembinder, P.G.M." 
<P.G.M.Bezembinder@TUE.nl>,"Jouni Mattila" <jouni.mattila@tut.fi>,"Bernard Knaepen" 
<bknaepen@ulb.ac.be>,"Gabor Veres" <veres@rmki.kfki.hu>,"Martin Obrien" 
<Martin.Obrien@ukaea.org.uk>,"Clement Laviron" <clement.laviron@cea.fr>,"Antonio 
Buffa" <antonio.buffa@igi.cnr.it>,"Jean-Marie Noterdaeme" 
<noterdaeme@ipp.mpg.de>,"Guido Vanoost" <guido.vanoost@ugent.be>,"Jan Mlynar" 
<mlynar@ipp.cas.cz>,"Gerard Bonhomme" <gerard.Bonhomme@lpmi.uhp-nancy.fr>

 
To: Heads of Research Units 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
Niek Lopes Cardozo has contacted you some time ago with a request to reply to questionnaires on the 
web site of FUSENET. 
 
Though answers were received, it seems that a number of people have overlooked the last questionnaire 
(on Practica, Work Package 7), that was linked separately at the end. 
 
Your answer to this questionnaire is the essential for achieving the goals defined in this work package 
and will provide all participants substantial advantages for the future. 
It is also the first step in order for us from this Work Package to make available to (some of) you, the 
existing funding (250 kEuro and 16 ppm). 
 
1. we want to share information among all participants on what hardware is available for practica  
(experiments where students can learn hands-on). If you have such a practicum, please tell us. 
Other participants may be interested and then contact you for example to see if they can duplicate it. 
There can be financing available in this case for you to provide the information so that this duplication 
can be done, with benefits both to you and the institution that duplicates it. 
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2. if you feel you need hardware to provide a practicum for your students, please tell us. There is 
financing available from this Work Package to build such practica. So please tell us if you need a 
practicum. If we do not know you are interested in building a practicum experiment, you may miss out 
when you can apply for the funding. 
 
3. we still need to set up the rules on how to make available the money. For example: how to split the 
funding between providing information for duplication and building new practica. We appreciate your 
input on this. 
 
Those are the three parts of the questionnaire: Inventory, Needs, Rules. 
 
The direct link to the questionnaire is: 
 
http://buon.fjfi.cvut.cz/fusenet/wp7/ 
I would appreciate if you could answer the questionnaire by February 15. 
Please read the information carefully (e.g. we would like one reply for each of the hardware set-ups you 
have). 
You may want to forward this e-mail to the person in charge of the practica. 
 
Please excuse me if you receive this request more than once, as there is some overlap in the addressees.
Thanking you for your cooperation and looking forward to hearing from you. 
 
--  

 
Jean-Marie Noterdaeme 
____________________________________________________________________________                
Jean-Marie Noterdaeme                     tel              
Max-Planck Institute for Plasmaphysics    tel(secr.)       
D-85748 Garching                          fax             +49-89-32992558 
Fed. Rep. Germany                         e-mail           jmn@ipp.mpg.de 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 +49-89-32991336 

 +49-89-32991601 
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